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Abstract 

The opening angle of the light cone emitted by a particle stored 

in a synchrotron radiation source is usuallv given as -’ 

Other expressions are proposed, which take into account the machine 

parameters, and the actual distribution of the photons. 

The distribution of the radiation emitted by a circulating beam 

1s the convolution c,f the distribution of the particles in the beam autl 

of the abovementioned distribution. An emittnnce can then be defined 
for the emitted photon beam, and a limit set to the attainable 

brightness. 

‘1’1~~ sl)cctral bright~~css of a light SOIIK~ measures the densit) 

of the energy emitted in the phase space of the photon beam. This 

brightness is obviously related to the emitt.nrcr of the storage ring, 

but one h,ls then tc1 take into account the opening angle of the crnitizti 

photons, rspccially in the case of the so called low etnittancc rings. 

Opening of the Light Cone 

The well known formula : 
y zz y-1 o&Q’/” (1) 

describes the angular width of the radiation etnittsd by a storage ring. 
Fig. 1 to 3 show the actual dependance of the r.m.s. values of -fir VI 

AC/Z, for ttic total flux, and for its polarized components. 

perpendicular and parallel to the medium planr. 
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Fig. 1 : Total opening angle 
u’ is the r.m.s. value 

CT’:! = (T’ for a gausslan distribution 

* Worked SU~~O~MI by CNKS-CEA-MEN 
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Fig. 2 : Opening angle of the normal component 
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Fig. 3 : Opening angle of the parallel component. 

At long wavelengths, the total r.m.s. width is : 
CT’ E 0.7235 rd x -I -t(jL&)‘!3 (7-I 

and for short wavelengths, 
u’ E y -1@/3hc)l~2 (3) 

the graphs of ~‘2 = (3.<~~>)*/~ show that the distribution of the 

radiation is nearly gaussian for the parallel component, especially 

towards the short wavelengths. 

For practical uses, these formulae need to be worked out. 

Indeed, the energy dependance suggested by the explicit factor y 

must be corrected by taking into account h,. Beeing interested in 

small emittances, I shall concentrate first on the high energy part of 

the spectrum, where the divergence is the smallest. 
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The critical wavelength is : 

~.=4Z.P_ 
‘ 3 r’ 

or (3 

or else A,= 18,6x& (6) 

\Vlwl! ihc ilrllls ;irc A for h, 111 fo r p, T for 13, and GcV for E. IJsing 

these formulae, equality (3) becomes : 

& ~ p----.z 
4x xp (7) 

or CT’ E 68.3% (8) 
in prd. And if B ,= 1.6 T, 

0’ = ssvx (9) 

KINK that the energy does mi rnkx any rnorc into these 

tc~rrnul;~~*, unless t!lc r,ldius of L‘urviiture is fixed. 

Photon Beam Emitttancc 

The ph;Ise spruce distribution of the stored particles is 

higaussian. with r.m s. value? 47’ in position, and 4$ in angle. 

At the emission p>inr, the spatial distribution of rhe photons is the 

s:une as that 01’ tlie emitting particles, but their divergence is the 

convolution of the angular distribution of the particles with the 
opening of the light cone. For the sake of simplicity, J shall assume 
this cone to habe :I gaussian profile. The photon flux will then also 
be bignuhsian. and one can define an emittnnce ~1 and a [~I 

corresponding to the new r.17i.s. values 
oi _ +r ----- &$, = ?ifp 
(r’, = &;jg = &p + 0’7. 

whenw rf :: c: + g pcf2 (101 

The phoron flux emittance ;~ppears to be the quadratic sum of 
the particle beam cmittance and of the product 0.0’. Since G is the 

source si7.c. and ci’ the minimum divergence, (SCT’ can he described 

as the intrinsic emittance of the photons. 

A f+oposed Definition of “Low” Emittance 

‘I‘hc formula ilO’) suggrsrs the definition of two classes of 

storage rings according to their emitlances. or more precisely 

ncc<>rding to the r;ltico of the ring emittance to the intrinsic emittance 

of the photons. 
When this ratio is high, ~1 is close to c. The optics of the 

storage ring determines entirely the brightness of the source. One 

m,ly iben say that the ring has a high emittance. 
When this ratio is low, cl is close to (T.cT’. The optics of the 

srorage ring determines only the size of Ihe source. One may say that 
the ring has a low emittance. Jn this C;LFC. ~1 varies Jikc the square 

root of E. 

For typical conditions such as h = 1 A, B = 1.6 T and 

p = 5 III, the low emittance condition reads E < 10 nm.rd. This 

figure is easily achieved in the vertical plane. In the horizontal plane, 

for either a bend or an undulator, the horizontal width of the light 

beam is always greater than the divergence of the stored beam, and 
we still are in the low emittance situation defined above, although for 

different physical reasons. 

Then, in both planes, the brightness is limited by the opening 

of the light cone and by the size of the source. The figure of meri t of 

a storage ring is then the density of the beam, which varies like the 

square root of the emittances. According to the type of apparatus 

used, the relevant number is either the flux divided by the beam 

height, or the flux divided by the cross section. Unfortunately, the 

latter quantity is called “emittance” by the photometrists. 

On the Imeer Wavelcnrrlh Side 

The approximation (3) which is used above is valid for 
wavelengths smaller than about 3 L. For longer wavelengths, (2) is 

better suited and equalities (7), (8) and (91 must be replaced by 

CT’ G 0.7235 A x h l/3 
i 1 ‘ITt p clJj 

CT’ K 130 (h u/s) Ii\ (12) 

CT’ G 163 (h/E) l” (13) 

Comparing the two hrts of ecplalities, one can tell their range of 
validity. ‘J‘hc (T’ given hy (8) and (1 2) arc cqud for E = X.5 fi, 

hat is. when n = 1 .h for E = 6 7 fi. 


